FEATURING BREATHTAKING views, classic opulence and modern sophistication, The Manor House is the crown jewel of the Fancourt Estate. It promises a complete sensory experience, as celebrated with its recent accolade of “Winner: Africa’s Best Romantic Retreat.”

Built in 1859 as the homestead of Henry White, a local landowner, The Manor House lives on as an icon of elegant indulgence. Set at the foot of the glorious Outeniqua mountain range, it offers tranquillity removed from the hustle and bustle of everyday life.

With many different owners, of whom the most recognised was White’s own son, the estate underwent several style changes before ultimately becoming the luxury golf retreat it is today.

After the Fancourt Hotel’s arrival in 1994, The Manor House has hosted the estate’s most elite guests.

It features 18 suites synonymous with timeless grace and up-to-the-minute refinement, cementing its place as the pride of Fancourt.

What has always remained is the feeling of mystery, excitement and romance that The Manor House brings. Whether you take a stroll among the gardens or savour the stillness of the library, the hotel transports you back to a more elegant time.
ORIGINALLY NAMED Blanco House, The Manor House first served as the family home of Henry Fancourt White. Since then it has been meticulously remodelled to reflect a charm that is olde world, new world and out of this world.

UNWIND IN LUXURY interiors that instantly transport guests to an era of beauty and grace.

SINCE ITS LAUNCH in 2010, The Manor House has become an icon of stylish indulgence.
IN KEEPING WITH The Manor House’s genteel atmosphere, guests can look forward to the attention of a personalised butler service.
EXQUISITELY FURNISHED and sumptuously decorated, The Manor House’s past and present is reflected in its 19th century ‘charm-meets-modern’ day indulgences.

THE MONTAGU BAR offers a timeless ambience with wood-shelved walls and wingback chairs. A large selection of whiskies, cognacs and liqueurs are also available to savour and enjoy.

HENRY WHITES, named after one of the original owners of Fancourt, promises creative dishes with colourful flavour combinations and impeccable service.
LEAVE THE STRESS of daily living behind and live into ultimate relaxation. A variety of exhilarating experiences are on offer, including pampering spa treatments, world-class golf and state-of-the-art fitness facilities.
SCULPTED BY THE LEGENDARY Gary Player, The Links, a privately owned club, is Fancourt’s golfing landmark. Distinguished by its rolling terrain and dune-style landscape, The Links is currently the number one golf course in the country, as voted by Golf Digest South Africa.
Cape Town to George: Fifty minute flight
Johannesburg to George: One hour and forty minute flight
Durban to George: One hour and twenty-five minute flight
Cape Town to George: Five hours by car
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